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My mayoral campaign is centered on empowering our
ANC Commissions. They are the most accountable
elected position in The District. WHY?
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ANC Commissioners are elected very two years and
are held to an electorate of 2000 of their neighbors,
typically attract local grassroots activists and are more
accessible.
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I would like to empower our ANC Commissioners. As
mayor I will push for more funds to be allocated to each
ANC, that commissioners get paid a PT stipend, and they
have binding decision-making at the local level. By binding
decision-making I refer to an example. Let’s say a
developer wants to build a condo in your neighborhood and
the ANC says no. The Mayor’s office cannot overturn this
decision, period. Let’s say an ANC Commission decided to
allow the condo despite their neighbors outcries… well
seeing that they are our neighbors, ANC’s can expect lots
of house demos!
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